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ATOMIC STATES OF � HYPERONS AND �NINTERACTION�J. D¡browskiTheoretial Division, A. Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Deember 11, 2001)Model F of the Nijmegen baryon�baryon interation is used to deter-mine the strong omplex s.p. potential of ��, and to alulate the strong-interation shifts and widths of the lowest observed levels of �� atoms. Theresults obtained are in satisfying agreement with the experimental data.PACS numbers: 13.75.Ev, 36.10.Gv1. IntrodutionObserved properties of �� atoms, i.e., strong-interation shifts " andwidths � of the lowest observed levels, provide us with valuable informationon the strong interation between �� and the nuleons, as well as on thenuleon density distribution in the nuleus of the �� atom. In a reentomprehensive phenomenologial analysis of the existing �� data Batty,Friedman, and Gal [1℄ found the following striking property of the singlepartile (s.p.) strong-interation potential of ��: it is repulsive inside thenuleus and attrative outside. The need for the repulsion arose when newdata were inluded into the analysis, namely the results of Powers at al. [2℄,espeially their preise data on the ��Pb atom.This behavior of �� s.p. potential found in the analysis of �� atoms isonsistent with the analysis of the pion spetra measured in (K�; �) rea-tions, whih suggests a � s.p. potential repulsive inside nulei [3, 4℄ (witha substantial positive Lane potential V� [5℄). This repulsion follows diretlyfrom the observed shift of the pion spetra toward higher � energies om-pared to the quasi-free spetrum.In the paper reported here [6℄, we onsider the Nijmegen models of thebaryon-baryon interation: models D [7℄, F [8℄, Soft-Core (SC) model [9℄,� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (337)



338 J. D¡browskiand the New Soft-Core (NSC) model [10℄, and want to �nd out whetherany of them is at the same time onsistent with the pion spetra measuredin (K�; �) reations and leads to the observed properties of �� atoms. Inour analysis, we apply the e�etive ��N interation in nulear matter, K,obtained within the Low Order Bruekner (LOB) theory with the aboveinteration models by Yamamoto, Motoba, Himeno, Ikeda, and Nagata [11℄,and by Rijken, Stoks, and Yamamoto [10℄ (the so alled YNG interations).The single-partile (s.p.) potential V of the �� moving with momen-tum ~k� in nulear matter with nuleon density � and neutron exess� = (N � Z)=A has the form [5℄:VNM(k� ; �; �) = V0(k� ; �) + 12�V� (k� ; �) : (1)Here, we ignore terms onneted with spin exess, onsidered in [12℄, whihare usually negligibly small.Expressions for the isosalar potential V0 and for the Lane potential V� interms of the e�etive �N interation K are given in [5℄. When we apply theexpression for V0 to the YNG e�etive �N interations, we see1 that onlymodel F of the Nijmegen baryon-baryon interation leads to repulsive V0 atnuleon densities �&0:05 fm�3 enountered inside nulei, and to attrativeV0 at lower densities enountered in the nulear surfae. All the remainingmodels lead to attrative V0 at all densities. This means that only modelF leads to the � s.p. potential whih is in qualitative agreement with thephenomenologial analysis [1℄ of �� atoms and also with the pion spetrameasured in the (K�; �) reations.The important question is whether model F an explain quantitativelythe measured properties of �� atoms. It is our purpose to show that this isindeed the ase. We do it by alulating with the help of model F the energyshifts " and widths � of the �� atomi levels, and showing that they arereasonably lose to experimental data.2. The theoretial shemeTo determine " and � , we solve the Shrödinger equation, whih de-sribes the motion of �� in the �� atom:�� ~22��A�+ VC(r) + V(r)�	 = E	 ; (2)where ��A = M�MA=(M� +MA) is the ��-nuleus (of mass MA) reduedmass (M� is the mass of ��), and VC is the Coulomb interation between�� and the nuleus.1 Compare Fig. 1 in Ref. [13℄.



Atomi States of � Hyperons and �N Interation 339Beause of the �� onversion proess ��p! �n, the strong interationpotential V is omplex, V = V + iW , and onsequently the eigenvalue Eis also omplex, with its imaginary part onneted with the width of thelevel, E = E � i�=2. For the strong interation energy shift ", we have" = EC � E, where EC is the pure Coulomb energy, i.e., the eigenvalueof equation (2) without the strong interation potential V. Notie that " ispositive for downward shift of the level. The measured energy of  transitionto the level is then inreased by ".To alulate the real and absorptive strong interation potentials V andW , we apply the loal density approximation: the �� atom is treated ateah point as �� moving in nulear matter with the loal nulear densityof the �� atom. 2.1. Expression for VLet us onsider a �� atom with proton and neutron density distributions�p(r) and �n(r) respetively. At any distane r, we treat the system asnulear matter with total nuleon density �(r) = �p(r) + �n(r) and withneutron exess �(r) = [�n(r) � �p(r)℄=�(r), and with a �� hyperon withmomentum k� � 0. [The last approximation is justi�ed by the very weakdependene of the � s.p. potential in nulear matter on k� found in [5℄,and by the relatively small magnitude of � momenta in �� atoms.℄ To getthe value of the �� s.p. potential in �� atom at a distane r, we alulateV0;� (k� ; �(r)) at k� = 0 by applying the expressions given in [5℄ with theYNG e�etive interations of [11℄ (and [10℄). In this way we obtain theisosalar and the Lane potentials in �� atom at a distane r,V0(r) = V0(k� =0; �(r)); V� (r) = V� (k� =0; �(r)) ; (3)and the total nulear s.p. �� potential,V (r) = V0(r) + 12�(r)V� (r) : (4)2.2. Expression for WHere we follow the proedure applied in [14℄ in explaining the early dataon � atomi widths. A slightly simpli�ed form of our expression (5) forWNM in terms of the �� onversion ross setion was used before in [15℄.First, let us onsider a �� hyperon moving with momentum ~k� innulear matter with total and proton densities �, �p. The width �NM ofthis state is onneted with the absorptive potential WNM = �12�NM. Byapplying the optial theorem to the Bruekner reation matrix K � as was



340 J. D¡browskishown in [15℄ and [14℄ � one obtains for WNM:WNM(k� ; �; �p) = �12��p ~2��N hk�NQ�i ; (5)where h i denotes the average value in the Fermi sea, ~k�N is the ��Nrelative momentum, ��N is the ��N redued mass, Q is the exlusionpriniple operator, � is the ratio of the e�etive to the real nuleon mass,and � is the total ross setion for the �� onversion proess.With the absorptive potential W(r) in a �� atom with total and protondensities �(r), �p(r), we proeed similarly as with V and write:W (r) =WNM(�k� ; �(r); �p(r)) : (6)Here, we insert for k� in (5) the average momentum of ��, �k� .For the total �� onversion ross setion � we shall use the parametriza-tion suggested by Gal, Toker, and Alexander [16℄.3. Results and disussionThe proton and neutron density distributions, �p(r) and �n(r) used inour alulation have been obtained from the isomorphi shell model [17,18℄(see also [19℄ and referenes therein).For the Coulomb interation VC in Shrödinger equation (2), we use thepotential produed by a uniform harge distribution with radius R, whihleads to the same r.m.s. radius hr2i1=2 of the harge distribution, R =p3=5hr2i1=2. For the r.m.s. radii, we use the empirial values olletedin [20℄.Our results for " and � are presented in Table I together with the existingexperimental data whih, however, are relatively inaurate. Our results ap-pear reasonably lose to the experimental data and indiate the onsistenyof model F with properties of �� atoms. This leads us to the onlusion thatamong the Nijmegen baryon-baryon interations, model F and only modelF is apable to represent the �N interation both in � hypernulear statesand in �� atoms.Two other aspets of our results worth mentioning are:1. the role of the �nite size of the nulear harge distribution turns outto be negligible, and2. the auray of the �rst order perturbation approximation appliedin [13℄ turns out to be very good.
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